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THE SENSOR SHOW
Taking place on the 17th and 18th of June at the brand new Conference Centre 
Nord of Messe Munich, The Sensor Show’s congress offers paid VIP content 
streams featuring the world’s most important sensor end users and leading 
manufacturers. Enjoy exclusive functions, high-level networking and bespoke 
1-2-1 meetings with 500 industry professionals, and contribute to a top-flight 
multi-track agenda.

4
An international gathering: Major sensor buyers, manufacturers and 
visionary IoT leaders from around the world. 

4
Top level networking: A dedicated meeting area, social events and 
one-to-one meeting tool to help you connect with other attendees.

4
Innovation Oriented: Exciting case studies for break through sensor 
technologies, start ups and industry leading R&D initiatives. 

4
Crucial Intelligence: Essential insights into emerging opportunities 
from 5G connectivity to MEMs sensors.

4
�A week of opportunities: Part of Automatica’s week of events,  
co-located on sight with Europe’s largest automation trade fair with 
approximately 48,000 visitors. 

automatica is very happy to expand its sensor 
technology portfolio in cooperation with Radar 
One Media. The Sensor Show will offer visitors the 
opportunity to engage with some of the industry’s 
most innovative and forward-thinking developers and 
manufacturers of sensor technologies. We would like 
to welcome the many new visitors and exhibitors this 
show will attract to automatica and are proud to have 
such a progressive partner on-board. 
Armin Wittmann, Exhibition Group Director - automatica
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Information correct at time of print, visit thesensorshow.com for the latest additions to the programme

CONFIRMED SPEAKERS INCLUDE:

FRANCISCO JOSE LEON 
AREVALO

Robotics & Automation 
Expert, Airbus, SPAIN

STEFAN BINA

Industrial IoT Networking 
Project Manager, B&R 

Automation, GERMANY

MARK CHAPMAN

Engineering Director, 
Bloodhound Land Speed 

Record, UK/SOUTH AFRICA

MARK DALY

Engineering Director, 
Digital Industries Analyst, 

Bloomberg, UK

DOMONKOS GASPAR

Digital solutions Lead 
(Manufacturing), Roche, 

SWITZERLAND

PANKAJ BODHARE

Resident Digital 
Manufacturing Expert, TATA, 

GERMANY

CLAUDIO DI BIASE

Project Manager Powertrain 
area, FCA Fiat Chrysler 

Automobiles, ITALY

MURALIKRISHNA SRIDHAR

Programme Head - 
Autonomous AI for Mobility 

Continental, GERMANY

JOSEF KRIEGMAIR

Lead for Turbine Blade/
Structure Casing Production, 

MTU Aero, GERMANY

DUONG-VAN NGUYEN

Head of ADAS, Panasonic, 
GERMANY

RICHARD ALLBERT

Former Head of Digital 
Innovation, Pirelli,  

GERMANY

SASCHA KARIMPOUR

Managing Director, Plug and 
Play Tech Center, USA

JEAN-LUC JAFFARD

VP Sensor; Engineering 
and operations, Prophesee, 

FRANCE

LENNART HINRICHS

Commercial Director, 
TWAICE,  

GERMANY

ANTHONY DEPAOLANTONIO

Reliability and Test 
Instrumentation and Imagining 

Supervisor, Tesla, USA

WELIX KLAAS

Program Manager,  
IoT, Ericsson,  

ESTONIA

PROF. HAMID DOOST 
MOHAMMADIAN

Director for International 
Management, Fachhochschule des 

Mittelstands (FHM), GERMANY

ERKUT EKINCI

Head of IT, Hugo Boss, 
TURKEY

TIAGO CUNHA

Process Engineering, TMG 
Automotive, PORTUGAL

DANIEL AITKEN

VP Sales & Marketing, 
Leddartech, CANADA 

JAVIER FERRER

CEO, WiTrac,  
SPAIN

RAMYA GAJULA

IoT Project Leader, Michelin, 
FRANCE/INDIA

MATTHIAS SCHINDLER

Programme Head - 
Autonomous AI for Mobility 

Continental, GERMANY

SEBASTIAN SEUTTER

Industry Lead 
Manufacturing Director, 
Microsoft, GERMANY



DAY 1 AGENDA – WEDNESDAY 17TH JUNE 2020
8.30 R E G I S T R A T I O N  –  W E L C O M E  C O F F E E  &  R E F R E S H M E N T S

9.00 Welcome Address - Chair’s Opening Remarks

9.15 Grand Opening Keynote - Bloodhound Land Speed record attempt

�● Mark Chapman Engineering Director of Grafton LSR explains how Sensor technologies are enabling them to smash the land speed record.
�● Understand the potential for sensing technologies and the role they have in pushing the boundaries of what’s possible. 

9.45 Panel Discussion – Sensor Manufacturers leaders’ debate

�● Leading Sensor manufacturers debate the changing business environment in 2019 and what the near future holds. 
�● What are the evolving requirements of sensor end users, and how best to meet the needs of such a diverse group.
�● How best to innovate sustainably, and with innovative end users in mind. 

10.15 Leading Keynote Opportunity – Partnership Slot

10.45 M O R N I N G  N E T W O R K I N G  C O F F E E  B R E A K

Auto &  
Transportation

Industrial &  
Manufacturing

Connectivity, IoT &  
Future Technologies

11.15 Choosing Data Acquisition and Sensors for the 
future in Vehicular testing.

�● How many data acquisition systems do you know of, 
maybe 5 or 6? Multiply that by about 50 and that’s how 
many systems are actually out there. 

�● How to make equipment investments that will still be 
viable in 3, 5, 10 years.

�● How to ensure that the sensors you have will be adequate 
for what the next generation may hold.

How to combat ‘digital shadows’ in large scale 
manufacturing operations.

�● Orchestrating data infrastructure around sensors 
requirements.

�● Understanding the need for successful deployment.
�● How sensor miniaturisation and new connectivity 

technologies can relieve the situation.

State of 5G - The connectivity revolution coming 
to our cities.

�● In this central keynote, we learn about the ramifications 
of impending 5G roll out for sensor companies and end 
users.

�● How to shift your systems and sensor stack to the 5G 
network.

● Auto & Transportation   ● Industrial & Manufacturing    Connectivity, IOT & Future Technologies



11.45 Intermediates Steps connecting ADAS to AD in 
Mass Production 

�● Gap between current ADAS systems and expected ADAS 
and AD systems 

�● Technologies to enable 3D sensing using low cost 
sensors by available ADAS ECU

�● Advanced Sensor Fusion to compensate the deficiencies 
of one by the abilities of others

Cobots for the next generation of smart 
manufacturing. 

�● Collaborating with human workers and enhancing the 
floor team’s capabilities.

�● How new real time haptics and tactile force technologies 
are empowering the smart factory.

The Democratisation of data - the impact when 
everyone knows everything.

�● How is the ready access to sensor data changing the way 
businesses make decisions? 

�● The need for real time storage.
�● How to combat the misrepresentation of sensor data 

outputs by non-technical individuals.

12.15 Lidar - Understanding what’s required of next 
generation systems for autonomous vehicles. 

�● How LIDAR sensors are providing the most innovative and 
efficient vision technologies for autonomous vehicles. 

�● High accuracy, precision recognition and rolling out Lidar 
enabled vehicles into our streets.

The emerging opportunities caused by declining 
prices of robotics. 

�● How sensor prices are making manufacturing robotics 
more viable, more efficient and more affordable. 

�● The wider impact of the demonetisation of sensors on 
innovation and applications.

IOTA Foundation Case study, M2M sharing data 
using blockchain technologies.

�● Exploring the next generation of M2M data sharing and 
connectivity in a smart, connected world. 

�● How autonomous micro-transactions between connected 
sensor enabled systems speed up the smart city.

12.45 L U N C H  N E T W O R K I N G  B R E A K

13.45 The mid-air connected experience. 

�● Connecting aeroplane cabins via IoT, from overhead bins 
to bathrooms. 

�● Analysing data patterns and real time updates for cabin 
crew on seat positions, food availability and more.

Gas sensing technologies – Case Study

�● Exploring the various applications for gas sensing 
technologies, from assessing air quality to dangerous 
industrial pollutants.

MEMs: Wearable sensors and IoT applications. 

�● Exploring the latest MEMs sensors usage in wearable 
devices and fitness trackers. 

�● Harnessing new pressure sensors for weather monitoring

14.15 Conducting ‘on-wing’ inspections and repairs 
using robotics. 

�● Real time remote engine repairs, keeping aircraft 
profitable and in the air.

�● How miniature robots are able to enter and repair 
the inside of engine casings, and the wider industry 
implications of remote repair. 

Automated Trucks in Mining. 

�● Realisation of a sensor driven concept as a valuable 
asset, driving operational efficiency remotely 24/7.

�● How connectivity technologies are providing wider 
ranges and clarity of control.

Refocusing on the next frontier in IoT and sensing 
technologies.

�● Exploring the continually evolving new capabilities of IoT 
technologies in a fast-changing world. 

�● Looking to the future to understand consumer and 
business needs.

14.45 How cities should prepare for next generation 
vehicles.

�● Connected, autonomous, electrified vehicles are fast 
approaching. How will our aging cities, and cities in the 
future cope? 

�● How next-generation vehicles are being designed to cope 
with the grid as well as medieval road ways.

Improving or maintaining quality levels of 
outputs.

�● Sensors as the first step on the journey to improving 
quality levels of outputs

�● Transformative power of real-time information in the 
smart factory

�● Culture and mindset to adoption – two important 
success factors

Sensor security, from onboard data to the cloud.

�● Building connections and infrastructure with data 
security at the point of origination. 

�● How to keep ahead digital security arms race

● Auto & Transportation   ● Industrial & Manufacturing    Connectivity, IOT & Future Technologies



15.15 A F T E R N O O N  N E T W O R K I N G  C O F F E E  B R E A K

15.45 3d sensing technologies using ultrasound – 
Automotive nearfield alternatives.

�● Echolocation use and where ultrasound fits in the car of 
the future’s sensor stack. 

�● Will ultrasound compete with current vision systems? Or 
will it be added as a complimentary technology.

Deep Sea maintenance of oil & gas pipelines.

�● Using robotics and state of the art sensor systems to 
monitor and maintain ocean-based oil and gas pipelines. 

�● The risks and rewards of autonomous systems used in a 
hostile and critical piece of energy infrastructure. 

Wireless, battery free sensors for IoT 
transformation.

�● Breakthrough new sensor architecture to reduce costs 
and scale.

�● How to aggregate data from multiple wireless sources for 
continuous monitoring and decision making

16.15 Is automation the future of shipping?

�● Introducing the automated port system
�● Sensor driven systems operate to load/unload ships, 

inspect and stack containers and reduce the need for 
human intervention. 

�● Speeding up the flow of goods 24/7.
�● Combatting digital errors and minimising physical 

accidents, ensuring cyber security.

Rugged sensor systems for rugged environments.

�● The harsh environments under which industrial 
operations reside call for more rugged connected 
systems. Sensors, connectors and relays must withstand 
dirt, moisture, salt and vibration endemic to industrial 
sites.

�● Examining the demand for high reliability systems that 
can improve efficiency and safety

Low cost sensor solutions and IoT within the 
logistics industry.

�● Sensor technologies that were originally developed 
for consumer electronics such as wearables and 
smartphones enable exciting new applications within the 
logistics industries.

�● Sensors that enable volume-measurement applications 
and cost-effective computing capabilities and harnessing 
the 3 billion smart devices already in circulation 
worldwide.

16.45 Too many aeroplane systems are reliant on 
too few sensors – how to increase safety and 
performance.

�● Linking recent air disasters to the failure of just a single 
sensor

�● Matching data from different sensors to help pilots 
understand whether a real emergency is occurring

Inspiring digital transformation – A change in 
company culture at Pirelli

�● The limitations we face when it comes to innovation in 
our digital age

�● What an agile approach really means, and how it can 
benefit an organisation

Edge computing investments: How close are we 
to profitable monetisation solutions? 

�● Which comes first, a proven monetised Edge application, 
or a fully realised Edge infrastructure with attached 
sensors? Can telecommunications companies afford to 
wait? 

�● How can the sensor ecosystem boost developer interest 
to design new and innovative applications at the edge.

17.15 Closing Keynote – Chair’s Remarks

17.45 D R I N K S  R E C E P T I O N  &  N E T W O R K I N G  –  H O S T E D  I N  C O N G R E S S  S P A C E 

● Auto & Transportation   ● Industrial & Manufacturing    Connectivity, IOT & Future Technologies



● Auto & Transportation   ● Industrial & Manufacturing    Connectivity, IOT & Future Technologies

8.30 W E L C O M E  C O F F E E  &  R E F R E S H M E N T S

9.00 Welcome Address - Chair’s opening remarks & Plenary Keynote 

9.30 Keynote - Surviving the harshest of environments orbiting our closest star

�● Understanding the requirements of sensing technologies in 2,000-degree heat. ESA SolO mission session.
�● How the ESA are pushing the envelope in hostile environment exploration and the ramifications for the sensing industry.

10.00 Connectivity Debate - Panel Discussion

�● How best to network smart sensing technologies today and in the near future. What are the near-term challenges and opportunities for collaboration?
�● Real world case studies for success in large scale deployment. 

10.30 Tech Consultants - Panel Discussion 

�● Industry leading consultants debate merits of external or outsourced R&D and share their case studies for success with their clients.
�● How to coordinate talent to bridge the skills gap in sensor development, deployment and IoT technologies.

11.00 M O R N I N G  N E T W O R K I N G  C O F F E E  B R E A K

Auto &  
Transportation

Industrial &  
Manufacturing

Connectivity, IoT &  
Future Technologies

11.30 Autonomous driving in a complex urban 
environment.

�● Linking the on-board sensor stack with roadside units 
and smart street furniture. 

�● Increasing vehicular vision by offloading computational 
tasks by AI and distributed computing.

Harvesting Vibration Energy – Untapped 
potential. 

�● Pavements and smart surfaces to produce energy 
passively using new sensor technologies

�● Utilising traffic to develop roads for cheap sustainable 
energy production

Using smart sensor technology for innovative 
building designs.

�● Taking advantage of smart sensors to assist architects in 
designing structures that offer more efficient space and 
energy management.

�● Taking smart home technology much further, into the 
design of the buildings themselves. 

�● Monitoring structural health for municipal structures 
such as bridges, roads and tunnels.

DAY 2 AGENDA – THURSDAY 18TH JUNE 2020



● Auto & Transportation   ● Industrial & Manufacturing    Connectivity, IOT & Future Technologies

12.00 Connected Trains - Utilising sensors for 
predictive maintenance

�● How closely integrated should our public transportation 
systems be and what are the benefits? 

�● Minimising out of action rolling stock by using a 
predictive maintenance strategy.

Apps in the Smart Factory – A Case Study.

�● App based interaction in the smart factory for workers.
�● Access your sensor generated data easily via app and 

voice interaction.
�● Lessons learned from practical uses

Boosting digital infrastructure in the Smart City, 
energy efficiency boosting and cost saving.

�● How technology companies and municipal authorities 
work together to roll out smart city systems. 

�● Understanding the sensor industry’s contribution to 
this space and opportunities to provide meaningful 
leadership.

12.30 Self-driving cars in extreme, populated 
environments. 

�● How rugged do on board systems need to be when 
traditional cars are used in the arctic circle and in the 
world’s hottest climates? 

�● What are the limitations of vision technologies during 
dust storms, hurricanes and what can consumers 
realistically expect from future-era vehicles? 

5G’s roll out in the Smart Factory – A Case Study.

�● An analysis of the complete 5G ecosystem for industrial 
uses in the smart factory. 

�● Strategic partnerships and alliances for integrated turn 
key solutions involving end users, telecoms companies 
and sensor manufacturers. 

Connecting IoT ready infrastructure.

�● Understanding the different networking technologies 
that drive and connect smart infrastructure and cities, 
from transport systems to smart buildings, security and 
energy.

�● Future proofing physically disruptive installations to 
provide a long-term return on investment. 

13.00 L U N C H  N E T W O R K I N G  B R E A K

13.45 Mass transit scheduling using predictive 
algorithms and advanced sensors

�● Reducing wait times and frustration for users through 
sensor equipped buses and trains.

�● Real time passenger information systems are being 
rolled out across international bus routes, but what is the 
next step?

Predictive maintenance sensors and 
implementation in the factory.

�● Vibration sensors, temperature sensors and oil particle 
sensors work together in concert to cut off problems 
before they emerge. 

�● In a rapidly expanding market, how do you choose 
between the myriad solutions and IoT systems? 

Enabling future leaning IoT start-ups to scale up 
and deliver value in the 21st Century.

�● Checking in with the latest innovators and start ups 
emerging in sensor-tech and IoT

�● How investors and corporates are supporting new 
applications and disruptive early stage innovation.

14.15 Remote sensing of motor vehicle exhaust 
emissions.

�● Considering a comprehensive overview of vehicle remote 
sensing and emissions measurement techniques

�● In view of recent politicised events, how methods, 
techniques and scrutiny has changed and why more 
accurate sensor readings are now more important than 
ever

Connected workers – Predicting the 21st Century 
workforce using IoT.

�● The emergence of the connected worker co-existing 
with smart connected machines is gaining prominence, 
learn how leading companies are employing connected 
workers to improve worker safety and productivity

�● The session will explore various aspects of the IoT 
connected worker and will unpack challenges and 
opportunities in the current state of technologies.

The disruptive impact of 250,000 sensors 
connected to 5G, without loss of quality in regular 
cellular communications.

�● GSMA predicts that in five years over 25 billion sensor 
devices will be connected to 5G. What is the worldwide 
impact of this massive adoption? 

�● From Smart Cities to connected farms, what does this 
mean for business as well as society? 



● Auto & Transportation   ● Industrial & Manufacturing    Connectivity, IOT & Future Technologies

14.45 How to better manage in car sensor stacks for 
engine operation, brakes safety and emission 
controls.

�● With new disruptive sensors being developed every year, 
how does this change the number of sensors needed per 
vehicle?

�● Sensor fusion and MEMs role in spurring new innovative 
applications in the automotive field

Securing smart factory operations using 
Blockchain enabled sensors.

�● Our reliance on digital transformative technologies 
brings efficacy and performance gains, but with these 
gains comes the potential for data leakage from sensors 
themselves along with computer systems. 

�● How might organisations leverage blockchain to reduce 
digital threats.

Connectivity between nations – differences 
between nations, regulations and business 
culture in adopting digital transformation. 

�● With applications across borders, how do operations 
and connectivity technologies bridge boundaries 
in regulations and attitudes to change and digital 
transformation? 

�● Understanding how to alter connectivity roll out 
strategies in a world of variables

15.15 A F T E R N O O N  N E T W O R K I N G  C O F F E E  B R E A K

15.45 Battery Tech – How sensor driven systems are 
central to Electric Vehicles.

�● With so much energy and importance around battery 
cells, how are sensors best placed to monitor this crucial 
component in electric vehicles? 

�● How voltage sensors and wireless networks offload 
battery maintenance issues to vehicle manufacturers 
remotely

Data gathering in hot, dangerous conditions such 
as the Steel Mill.

�● How can sensors and IoT technologies be rolled out into 
heavy industrial production operations? 

�● What are the major obstacles to overcome for Steel 
producers?

�● How can sensor manufacturers work more closely 
with heavy industrial producers to better meet safety 
requirements and quality levels?

Deep-sea IoT: Automatically recording diver 
and submarine positions taking networked 
technology under the waves.

�● Emergency connections to mother ships and control 
centres are enabling greater efficiencies and safety 
levels for undersea technicians. How are ranges and 
connections being improved and what opportunities are 
opening up?

�● How is the energy industry taking these concepts further 
into automation? 

16.15 Fully exploiting sensor data – An unexploited 
gold mine?

�● With data becoming the new oil, how are sensors 
becoming more accurate and specialised in data 
generation. 

�● How vehicle manufacturers are dependent on data to 
produce accurate onboard systems and for safety testing 
programmes?

Water & Wastewater Sensors – Evolution or 
Revolution? 

�● Understanding the changes coming to water quality 
sensing from pH monitoring in the 1930s to advanced 
nutrient sensing today. 

�● Exploring what it takes to get meaningful projects off the 
ground with municipal water authorities.

Looking 10 years ahead: What’s next for IoT and 
the sensor? 

�● The past decade has seen a rapid roll out of IoT projects, 
ideas and new technologies. What will the next decade 
bring and why is this important for industry stakeholders?

�● IoT and blockchain convergence, fog computing and AI 
improvements.

�● How the industry will bridge a potential IoT skills 
shortage.

16.45 Closing Panel Discussion 
Leaders of select keynotes across tracks come together to discuss Sensor technologies’ importance and the key learns of the congress.

17.15 C H A I R ’ S  C L O S I N G  R E M A R K S  &  E V E N T  C L O S E



To secure your exhibition stand, call +44 (0)1273 805477 or email simon.watkins@thesensorshow.com

A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY

DEDICATED VENUE AT THE HEART 
OF MESSE MUNICH

ONE TO ONE MEETING SERVICE

Meet with a powerful group of decision makers, thought leaders and 
influencers from across the entire Sensor and IoT ecosystem. Join the 
biggest connectivity and semiconductor corporates and dynamic start ups 
for two days of insightful debate and commercial networking. 

The brand new multifunctional Conference Center Nord welcomes 
delegates through a spacious and light-flooded foyer to collect their pass 
and head up to the top floor where participants can enjoy the three track 
congress and high-profile networking opportunities.

Sitting no more than 45 seconds away from 48,000 visitors at the 
automatica fair and The Sensor Show networking forums in Hall C6, 
entrepreneurs and innovators will be ideally positioned to maximise 
presence, make new contacts and cement relationships.

All attendees have access to our meeting tool online. See who else is 
attending and contact them in advance to arrange meetings before you 
arrive. The dedicated meeting area has everything you need away from the 
main conference rooms in order to sit down and discuss commercial deals, 
partnerships and future collaborations with other attendees. 

 Messe München Conference Center Nord 
Paul-Henri-Spaak-Str. 18 81829 München



To secure your exhibition stand, call +44 (0)1273 805477 or email simon.watkins@thesensorshow.com

Networking, 1-2-1 
Meeting Opportunities 
and Catering Entrance

From
Downstairs

Keynotes and 
Auto & Transportation
Track

Sponsor Meeting 
Space

Industrial & 
Manufacturing 
Track

Connectivity, 
IoT & Future 
Technologies 
Track



To secure your exhibition stand, call +44 (0)1273 805477 or email simon.watkins@thesensorshow.com

EXHIBITION SPACE 

EXHIBITORS INCLUDE: 
Innovation 
Launch Pad

Technology
Showcase

Case 
Study Zone

To Exhibition

To The Sensor Show Congress

To automatica

To automatica

n�= Booked exhibition space

EXHIBITION AND SHOW LAYOUT



To secure your exhibition stand, call +44 (0)1273 805477 or email simon.watkins@thesensorshow.com

REGISTER TODAY!! 

ASSOCIATION & MEDIA PARTNERS

THREE WAYS TO REGISTER...

YOUR SUMMIT REGISTRATION INCLUDES:

  BY PHONE:  
+44 (0)1273 805 477

  BY EMAIL:  
visitors@thesensorshow.com

  ONLINE:  
www.thesensorshow.com

€399   
Super early bird 

Rate until 31st of  
January 2020  

€549 
Early bird 

Rate until 31st of  
March 2020 

€799 
Standard

Rate until 18th of  
June 2020  

    4   Access to all sessions at the two day event.

    4   A delegate pack including the full attendee list.

    4   A personal login for the one to one meeting system.

    4   Access to all content streams, meeting rooms and the exhibition area.

    4   Breakfast, lunch and refreshments.
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